We present a study of the primary band gaps of a variety of two-dimensional photonic crystal lattices over the air-filling fraction (AFF) parameter space for different refractive index contrasts. Our results exhibit a variety of unexpected trends and may be useful for better designs of photonic crystal devices.
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Electromagnetic theory allows near perfect mirrors to be constructed from nothing more than completely transparent optical materials. By arranging dielectric materials with different refractive indices in a wavelength-scale structure with, one-, two-, or three-dimensional periodicity, one can create a highly reflective medium known as a photonic crystal. These periodic structures exhibit transmission gaps for electromagnetic radiation within certain frequency and wavevector bands -analogous to the electronic bands of atomic/molecular crystals -due to interference between multiple Bragg reflections from many material interfaces [1] . Photonic crystals have attracted considerable attention for practical uses primarily because their band structures depend critically on three controllable degrees of freedom: the lattice geometry, the distribution of dielectrics within the unit cell, and the dielectric strengths of the constituent materials [2] . These characteristics allow a tremendous range of possibilities for tailoring and designing photonic crystal structures for a myriad of different applications.
A variety of optical-scale, two-dimensional (2D) photonic crystal geometries can be practically constructed, and may have important applications in guiding and manipulating light in planar defect circuits [3] and photonic crystal fibers [4] , and controlling polarization through their anisotropic band structures [5] . Also 2D photonic crystals have been used in the microwave region of the spectrum [6] , as well as in the study of solid state related effects like Bloch oscillations [7] and resonant Zener tunneling [8] . Even light delocalization has been observed in a photonic crystal by a fill-factor degeneracy [9] .
2D photonic crystal lattices consist of a periodic plane and are extruded or non-periodic in their third dimension [10, 11] ; common examples include dielectric rods arranged periodically in air, and spaced air holes in a dielectric block. These two-dimensional lattices are often described in terms their air-filling fraction (AFF), the ratio of air to total volume in the structure.
Many authors have studied 2D photonic crystals and reviewed previously obtained results. A study of propagation in photoniccrystal slabs for rods and holes can be found in Ref. [2] . An extensive examination of more than 10 types of spatial lattices formed by hexagonal, triangular, square and circular rods with respect the gap-midgap ratio as a function of the filling ratio and geometry for infinite photonic crystals has been provided by Wang et al. [12] . An eigenmode analysis of uniform slabs is given in Sakoda's book [13] using group theory as well as transmission calculations for different frequencies. The use of 2D photonic crystals as periodic nanostructures for photonics has been reviewed by Busch et al. [14] and the density of states explicitly evaluated for a square lattice of air holes for TE-polarized light. However, an systematic analysis for finite sized bulk 2D crystals as a function of the AFF and index contrast has not been performed so far.
In addition, the band gap properties of most 2D lattices have not been completely studied over much of their air-filling fraction parameter space for in-plane propagation. Further, the effect of changing the index of refractive contrast has not been studied in all situations. In the present paper, we present a numerical study of simple square and hexagonal lattices of cylindrical air holes and solid rods over a large range of air-filling fractions. We 0925-3467 Ó 2010 Elsevier B.V. doi:10.1016/j.optmat.2010.10.041 demonstrate quantitatively how the fundamental band gaps of these structures depend on the air-filling fraction for different dielectrics, and show how changing the index contrast or AFF of a given structure can affect the band gap. In our study, we find resonances that can cause the band gaps to shrink or even virtually disappear for certain air-filling fractions and index contrasts. We also show that a change in dielectric strength can cause a complete change in the shape or inflection of the band gap width and exponential attenuation length vs. AFF curves. Finally, we study some AFFs where the primary band gap width and exponential attenuation length shrink as the index of refractive contrast is increased. We defined the exponential attenuation length by fitting an exponential decay curve to the obtained transmissions as a function of unit cells length at the frequency of minimum transmission in the fundamental band gap. The fitted value represents the length in unit cells for decay of 1/e in the transmitted intensity.
Here, we have studied hexagonal and square lattices that are finite in the direction of propagation, but infinite in the transverse dimensions. From an applications point of view, simulations of finite crystals are particularly important because realistic crystals generally consist of a relatively small number of unit cells in the direction of propagation. Studying finite crystals makes it possible to determine the exponential attenuation length of the power transmitted by the crystal in the band gap, an important parameter for the design of practical devices. Using two-dimensional, finiteelement, harmonic simulations, we have calculated the power transmitted through these finite lattices as a function of frequency for different values of the dielectric index of refractive. The transmission was calculated for radiation propagating in the CX (square lattice) and CM (hexagonal lattice) directions, incident on the crystals from air and transmitted into air. We determined the transmission through crystals ranging from 10 to 20 unit cells for different AFF, and computed the power exponential attenuation length as defined above. Figs. 1 and 2 show the results of these calculations with three different dielectrics for both TE-and TM-polarized waves (TE: E-field perpendicular to periodic plane and TM: E-field parallel to periodic plane) propagating through finite square and hexagonal lattices of air holes in dielectric and dielectric rods in air.
For the square and hexagonal lattices of air holes, the exponential decay length at the band gap center decreases as the dielectric strength is increased, as expected. In addition, the plots show that, for both polarizations and lattice geometries of air holes, the exponential decay length reaches a minimum at some AFF. The decay length becomes large as the air-filling fraction approaches zero because the size of the scatterers shrinks to zero. The decay length also increases as we increase the air-filling fraction on the other end of the scale, approaching the situation where the air holes contact their nearest neighbors. At this maximum AFF, the dielectric region is discontinuous, which is generally less favorable for the band gap because of continuity restrictions on the fields.
On the other hand, the exponential attenuation lengths of the lattices of dielectric rods show very different trends. For TE waves, the exponential decay lengths decrease as expected as the index contrast is increased; however, in the TM case, there are clearly unexpected behavior. In particular, the TM exponential attenuation lengths clearly become very large -indicating the virtual lack of a band gap -for particular air-filling fractions and index contrasts. This would be an ideal situation for a photonic-crystal based polarizer [15] . It is not hard to find structures of these configurations in which an increase of index contrast leads to an increase in the number of unit cells needed to attenuate the transmission. Furthermore, the inflection or shapes of the exponential attenuation length vs. AFF curves change dramatically with index contrast for TM waves; for example, in the square lattice, each plotted index contrast displays extremely different behavior.
In Fig. 3 , we present several fits from the simulations concerning the square lattice of dielectric rods for TM polarization and n = 3.46. We show this case as it is one of the especially interesting situations. In particular, note that for certain AFFs with this geometry and refractive index contrast, the attenuation is not uniformly exponential-the attenuation profile is not immediately established when the number of unit cells is small. Accordingly, to determine the bulk exponential attenuation coefficient, we always use only points ranging from 10 to 20 unit cells to do the fitting. This ensures that we are measuring the properties characteristic of a larger number of unit cells. It is then interesting to observe that for certain mid-range AFFs, the exponential fittings underestimate the attenuation for a small number of unit cells, while at high AFFs, they overestimate the attenuation for a small number of unit cells. We also see that for certain AFFs, the attenuation is relatively slow, and does not quickly assume its bulk exponential attenuation constant. However, if we reduce the index contrast from 3.46 to 2.5 this behavior is no longer observed, and the attenuation rate increases significantly.
The relative field distributions in the different regions of the crystals can be quantified with the so-called fill-factor integrals. The fill-factor of a mode over a region R within the unit cell is the normalized integral of the time-averaged electric energy over the region [2] . Since it is energetically favorable to concentrate displacement field in regions of higher dielectric strength, two adjacent modes will be separated by an energy gap if their fill-factors of in the high dielectric strength regions are different [2] ; however, redistribution of fields between equivalent regions does not in itself generate an energy gap. Thus, from simple energetic considerations one expects a larger energy gap between the first two photonic bands (the dielectric and air bands) as the index of refraction contrast in the crystal is increased. However, this assumes that the field distribution of the modes remains the same as the dielectric contrast is increased, which may not be the case.
Alternatively, one may believe that a crystal of higher index contrast should have a larger band gap and lower residual transmission simply because the Fresnel reflection must be greater at each material interface. However, this view ignores the fact that the optical path length through the dielectric medium also changes as the dielectric contrast is increased. Because of this change in path length, the relative phase of the Bragg reflections from the many interfaces changes as well, which may lead to an detrimental effect on their overall sum.
In order to determine the primary gap widths for various directions, we also performed band calculations spanning the perimeters of the irreducible Brillouin zones of the infinite lattices. From the resulting data, we determined the primary gap widths for propagation along the principal directions by calculating the smallest frequency separation between the first two bands in each case. In Figs. 4 and 5 , we show the TE and TM band gap widths for the square and hexagonal lattices of air holes and dielectric rods as functions of the air-filling fraction, respectively. Strong correlations of the gap width with the AFF were found for other directions of propagation in these lattices as well as lattices of air holes in dielectric. Our results confirm a similar behavior previously found for the gap-midgap ratio as a function of the AFF by Wang et al. [12] , but there the control parameter was not the index contrast but rather the geometry of the lattice and rods' shape. These effects again arise from nontrivial relative phases between interfering Bragg reflections in the crystal; although the reflectivity is greater for interfaces of higher index contrast, we must also consider that the material path length is altered if either the index contrast, as mentioned above, or AFF are changed. Note that width trends reflect the exp decay trends in some cases but not in all cases. Also note that width inflections and shapes vs. AFF can totally change with index contrast and direction even in the same geometry.
In conclusion, we have characterized square and hexagonal lattices of air holes and dielectric rods over the range of permissible air-filling fractions. These studies may be extremely useful in the design of photonic crystal devices. For example, in some cases increasing the index contrast may actually reduce the size of the fundamental band gap, or even virtually destroy it. Furthermore, we showed that the band gap width and exponential attenuation lengths can be optimized at particular air-filling fractions depending on the lattice geometry and index contrast. On the other hand, there are ranges of AFF where the band gap may suddenly disappear. The lack or frustration of a primary band gap may not seem useful; however, transparency over a large frequency range for only one polarization can be exploited to create efficient polarizers. Photonic crystal waveplates [16] can also be made broadband if the band gaps for both polarizations are missing in the same structure [9] . In addition, one may introduce nonlinear materials into structures with missing band gaps to produce bistability at the mode degeneracies.
